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Abstract— In this work we introduce a novel metric for
characterizing the double-directional propagation environment
and use this metric to assess the performance of a SAGE
parameter estimator for MIMO channels.

Using the IlmProp, a geometry-based MIMO channel model,
we construct synthetic channels for three different scenarios
showing: (i) well separated, dense clustered propagation paths
with single-bounce scattering, (ii) clustered propagation paths
which are spread wider, (iii) no clusters and double-bounce-
only reflections. We model the scatterers and the Rx in the
environment as fixed, but the Tx as moving.

The Initialization and Search-Improved SAGE estimation tool
is used to extract the propagation paths from the constructed
channels. Both true and estimated paths are fed to the new
system-independent metric which genuinely reflects the structure
of the channel and the compactness of propagation paths. We use
this metric to decide on the accuracy of the channel estimator.

The results show a convincing conformance between true and
estimated paths.

I. INTRODUCTION

Novel MIMO channel models use the concept of clustered

propagation paths (e.g. [1]), where these clusters need to be

parametrized from measurements. Lately, automatic cluster-

finding algorithms have emerged, but they are basedon the

precondition that the environment is clustered. Yet, no metric

has been developed to judge how clustered a propagation en-

vironment is. Previously, a metric to quantify the compactness

of the direction of paths was introduced in [2], [3], but this

metric focuses on distinct ends of the link, only. We extend

this concept to the whole double-directional parameter domain,

which enables us to judge the compactness of a propaga-

tion scenario. The novel environment characterization metric

(ECM) is system-independent and allows to characterise the

environment in a compact way.

To parametrize cluster-based models, channel parameter

estimators are used to extract propagation paths from MIMO

measurements, then cluster finding and tracking algorithms

try to get hold of cluster parameters. The high-resolution pa-

rameter estimators are essential for characterizing the double-

directional radio channel, since they allow for estimating

individual propagation paths beyond the intrinsic resolution

of the measurement system.

These parameter estimators were shown to be well-suited for

estimating distinct propagation paths [4], but no analysis was

done for clustered paths. Another study describes the impact

of a low-resolution parameter estimator [5]. Already estimated

paths from MIMO measurements are used as input data

for generating channel matrices. Subsequently a parameter

estimator re-estimates the data. Note that the effects of the

initial parameter estimator are already present in the input data,

hence this scheme cannot truly judge the true performance of

the estimator.

To assess the accuracy of the parameter estimator, which is

based on the Initialization and Search-Improved SAGE (ISIS)

algorithm [4], we apply it to smoothly time-variant synthetic

channels for three different kinds of propagation environments

to cover different grades of clustering. Synthetic channels are

advantageous as the exact location of the propagation paths

is known. For generating the channel realizations the IlmProp

MIMO channel model is used.

The comparison between true and estimated paths is quite

tricky, as the parameter estimator typically does not estimate

the correct number of paths. Furthermore, the data model

might not necessarily fit. Still, the estimation results may

describe the propagation environment sufficiently well. To

assess the accuracy of the channel estimation, the used metric

should reflect the multi-path structure of the true and the

estimated channel. For this reason we propose to use the ECM.

This paper is organised as follows: the novel environment

characterization metric is detailed in Section II. Section III

describes the framework for the test of the channel estimator.

The synthetic environments are presented in Section IV. A

short description of the SAGE estimator used is given in

Section V. Finally we present the results in Section VI. With

Section VII we conclude.

II. ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERISATION METRIC

A novel quantification metric for directional spreads was

introduced in [2], [3]. This metric can be seen as a worthwhile

extension of the angular spread metric. However, it focuses

only on one side of the link, either Tx or Rx. We extend

this idea to characterise the environment with a single global
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Fig. 1. Framework for assessing estimator performance

metric. We achieve this by considering the double-directional

and delay domain [6], where paths are characterized by

directions of departure, directions of arrival, delays and path

weights.

We assume that the environment can be sufficiently de-

scribed by K subsequent snapshots in time, where each

snapshot is described by Lk propagation paths between Tx

and Rx. The l-th path in the k-th snapshot is described by the

path parameter vector θkl, containing its complex-valued path-

weight (γkl), delay (τkl), azimuth and elevation of departure

(ϕTx,kl and φTx,kl), and azimuth and elevation of arrival (ϕRx,kl

and φRx,kl), hence

θkl = [γkl τkl ϕTx,kl φTx,kl ϕRx,kl φRx,kl]
T, (1)

l = 1 . . . Lk, k = 1 . . . K. (2)

All paths in one snapshot are collected in

Θk = [θk1 . . . θkLk
], k = 1 . . . K. (3)

Using a specific system model with system parameters and

antenna patterns, frequency-dependent channel matrices can

be calculated for each snapshot in time.

The new metric is calculated for every single snapshot k, so

we will skip this index for better readability. As the metric has

to cope with data in different units (angular and delay), it is

essential to transform the parameter matrix by proper scaling

of its elements. For every path l, angular data is transformed

into coordinates on the unit sphere for both, Rx and Tx. For

angles of arrival the transformation is given as




xRx,l

yRx,l

zRx,l



 =
1

2





sinφRx,l · sinϕRx,l

sinφRx,l · cosϕRx,l

cosφRx,l



 , (4)

for angles at the Tx it reads similarly. The scaling is done

such that the maximum Euclidean distance between two paths

is limited to 1.

Delay is scaled by the maximum delay that occurs in the

considered snapshot [7], hence

τ̃l =
τl

maxl τl

(5)

Every path is now described by seven (dimensionless)

parameters collected in

πl = [xRx,l yRx,l zRx,l xTx,l yTx,l zTx,l τ̃l]
T (6)

and its power |γl|
2. When considering propagation in the

azimuthal plane only, the z-direction must be excluded.

The mean parameter vector is then given as

π̄ =

∑L

l=1
|γl|

2
πl

∑L

l=1
|γl|2

. (7)

We propose to use the sample covariance of the path

parameter vector as novel environment characterisation metric

(ECM)

Cπ =

∑L

l=1
|γl|

2(πl − π̄)(πl − π̄)T

∑L

l=1
|γl|2

. (8)

This metric shows following properties:

• The metric is system independent as it is calculated from

the propagation paths directly.

• The main diagonal contains the directional spreads of the

single components at Rx and Tx and the (normalized)

delay spread.

• The singular values (SV) of Cπ can be interpreted as

“fingerprint” of the scenario, furthermore one can judge

the compactness of the paths in the channel, which will

be shown in the results.

• The trace tr{Cπ} is the sum of the directional spreads

[8] at Rx and Tx plus the (normalized) delay spread. Note

that the trace is dominated by the large SVs.

• The determinant det{Cπ} has similar importance like

detailed in [2], [3]. Note that the determinant is dominated

by the small SVs.

In the Results (see Section VI) we will show the implication

of the SVs and how to use them for judging the estimator

performance.

III. VALIDATION FRAMEWORK

Validating high-resolution estimation algorithms is difficult

for several reasons. First, the data model assumed by the

estimator does not necessarily fit the true propagation mecha-

nisms (model mismatch). Furthermore, even assuming that the

data model were exact, the algorithm could still suffer from a

model order mismatch, i.e., estimating the wrong number of

propagation paths.

In this work we focus on the latter case, where we assume

that the true number of paths is larger than the number of

estimated ones. However, the framework introduced in this

paper can as well be applied to both kinds of deficiencies.
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Fig. 2. Scenarios used for comparing the estimator performance: (a) few clustered paths, (b) larger clusters, (c) rich scattering

Since the number of estimated paths usually does not

match the true number, well-known error metrics like the

mean-squared estimation error cannot be applied. Also the

“reconstruction error”, i.e. the difference between true and

(reconstructed) estimated MIMO channel matrix does not

reflect properties of the channel well. For this reason we

propose to use the ECM, a novel metric to characterize the

channel (cf. Section II).

For testing the accuracy of the channel estimator we use

the framework shown in Figure 1 for different environments.

First, path parameters Θk (cf. (1) and (3)) are generated using

the IlmProp channel model (see Section IV-A). For simplicity

we disregard elevations. Using specific system parameters and

antenna patterns, frequency-dependent channel matrices are

calculated for each snapshot in time.

Afterwards, ISIS is used to estimate the channel parameters

(see Section V). The outcome are the estimated parameters for

each channel snapshot Θ̂k.

The snapshots with the generated paths and with the esti-

mated ones are fed to the ECM, which is system-independent

(see Section II). This allows for fair comparison of the true

and estimated parameters.

The final outcome is the match between true and estimated

parameters.

IV. SIMULATED ENVIRONMENTS

We use the IlmProp Channel model for generating the

environments and calculating the frequency-dependent channel

matrices [9], [10].

A. IlmProp Channel Model

The IlmProp is a flexible geometry-based Multi-User

MIMO channel modelling tool, capable of dealing with time

variant frequency selective scenarios. Figure 3 illustrates the

capabilities of the IlmProp. Three mobiles (M1, M2, and

M3) move around the Base Station (BS). Their curvilinear

trajectories are shown. The BS (Rx) and mobile terminals

(Tx) can employ any number of antennas arranged in an array

with an arbitrary geometry. The channel is computed as a sum

of the Line Of Sight (LOS) and of a number of rays which

represent the multi-path components. The latter are obtained

by point-like scatterers, which can be placed at will. The model

M1

M2

M3

BS

Fig. 3. Sample scenario generated with IlmProp to illustrate the capabilities
of the channel model

supports both single- and multiple-reflections. Obstacles (such

as buildings), which can obstruct the propagation paths can

also be included. In Figure 3 the LOS for M1, a single bounce

ray and a double bounce ray are shown. The information about

the location of the scatterers, and how the paths are linked

to them can be set arbitrarily. These informations can can

be also be derived via parameter estimations from channel

measurements. The information about the scenario is stored

in form of Cartesian coordinates and their evolution in time.

More information on the model, as well as the source code

and some exemplary scenarios can be found at http://tu-

ilmenau.de/ilmprop.

B. Modelled Scenarios

We decide to compare the accuracy of channel estimation

for three different types of scenarios showing (i) well sepa-

rated, dense clustered propagation paths with single-bounce

scattering, (ii) clustered propagation paths which are spread

wider, (iii) no clusters and double-bounce-only reflections. The

scenarios are shown in Figure 2, where the red ball denotes

the position of the Rx array, the blue ball denotes the Tx

array at its final point, the blue line shows the Tx route,

and the green circles indicate scatterers. The channels were

generated for a bandwidth of 100 MHz, with 510 frequency

samples. The Tx employs a Uniform Linear Array with 15

sensors 0.45λ spaced and slightly directive beam patterns. The

Rx employs a Uniform Circular Array with 15 sensors 0.4λ

spaced and slightly directive beam patterns. Only vertical-to-
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Fig. 4. Visual comparison of true and estimated parameters.

vertical polarization is considered. No noise was added in all

three scenarios.

For the clustered scenarios (a) and (b), only single-bounce

scattering was assumed, whereas for the rich-scattering sce-

nario (c) only double scattering paths occurs, where always

two scatterers were picked out randomly of the scenario to

form one double-scattering path. The latter scenario is quite

unrealistic, but serves well as worst-case example for rich-

scattering.

V. CHANNEL ESTIMATOR

The ISIS algorithm [4] was applied to the synthetic data

generated by IlmProp under different scenarios. Comparing

with the original SAGE algorithm [11], the ISIS algorithm

exhibits a performance improvement in terms of convergence

speed, detection ability of the weak paths and computational

effort [12]. The parameters to be estimated out of the channel

impulse responses are azimuths of arrival, azimuths of depar-

ture, propagation delays and polarization matrices of 40 paths

in individual snapshots.

The selected quantization steps for the M-step of the al-

gorithm are respectively 0.5ns in delay and 0.1◦ in azimuth.

The dynamic range for the absolute path weights equals 25dB.

Twenty iteration cycles are performed to extract the estimates

described above.

VI. RESULTS

To give a first impression of the accuracy of the parameter

estimator, Figure 4 shows the true and estimated paths in the

parameter domain for one time snapshot of the first scenario.

One can observe that the estimator seems to be well able to

capture the properties of the environment, even if the number

of estimated paths is lower than the true number of paths.

Note that the estimated path powers as well as the estimated

locations of the paths do not coincide with the real paths in

general, but the estimator rather resolves the clusters of paths

quite accurately.

Hence, we choose to evaluate the estimator by using the

ECM. For each scenario we calculated the ECM for the k-th

snapshots for the true and estimated paths denoted by Cπ,k

and Ĉπ,k, and the respective singular values (SV) σ2

kd and

σ̂2

kd, where d = 1 . . . D and D denotes the dimension of Cπ,k.

Figure 5 shows these SVs in dB for the three different

scenarios. The values for the true paths are indicated by black

lines, the estimated paths by red lines and the different SVs

by different marker types.

To discuss the significance of the new metric, we first focus

only on the true paths results. In Figure 5(a) one can observe a

large distance between the second and third SV, and between

the 4th and 5th SV, where especially the last value of Scenario

1 changes strongly over time. Figure 5(b) show also a large

distance between the SVs. In Figure 5(c) the SVs are very

close to each other and do not change significantly. This gives

rise to the following conjecture:

The distances between the SVs of the environment

characterisation matrix Cπ provide information

about the compactness of the paths in the environ-

ment.

To assess the performance of the parameter estimator, we

compare the SVs of the ECM gained from the estimated paths

(red/lighter lines) with the ones gained from the true paths (see

Figure 5).

For the first two environments with clustered propagation

paths, one can observe that the general trend is the same, but

the curves seem to vary around the correct value. The reason

for this is the destructive/constructive interference of different

paths at the Rx, which attenuates some clusters and amplifies

others.

In the third (rich scattering) environment the SVs are typi-

cally underestimated, which indicates that the true propagation

paths are spread wider than the estimated paths. In this

instance, the parameter estimator suffers from the model order

mismatch, a larger number of paths would be necessary to

reflect the scenario correctly.

To quantify the deviation of the estimator we propose to

use the mean deviation of all SVs over all snapshots from the

true value, hence

E =
1

ND

K
∑

k=1

D
∑

d=1

|σ2

kd,[dB] − σ̂2

kd,[dB]|, (9)
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Fig. 5. Singular values of the environment characterisation metric Cπ for the true and estimated parameters from the three scenarios.

TABLE I

MEAN DEVIATION OF THE PARAMETER ESTIMATOR

Scenario Deviation E

Scenario 1 1.41 dB
Scenario 2 0.99 dB
Scenario 3 2.78 dB

where σ2

kd,[dB] and σ̂2

kd,[dB] denotes the value of the respective

SV in dB.

The mean errors for the three considered scenarios are given

in Table I. Interestingly, the values for the first two scenarios

are quite similar, but the deviation is larger for the rich-

scattering environment.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We presented the environment characterization metric

(ECM), a novel metric for characterizing the double-

directional propagation environment, which we use to assess

the performance of a high-resolution parameter estimator.

The ECM is calculated from the propagation paths directly,

hence it is system independent. It reflects the compactness of

the paths and thereby gives a “fingerprint” of the environment.

When comparing the fingerprints for true and estimated

scenarios, we derived a criterion for the goodness of a param-

eter estimator. To demonstrate the significance of the ECM,

we assess the quality of the ISIS (initialization and search

improved-SAGE) parameter estimator. We use the estimator

on synthetic channels from different scenarios generated by

the IlmProp channel model and compare the results using the

metric.

Simulations show that the ECM is well able to characterize

the environments. Furthermore, we found that the ISIS algo-

rithm is suitable for reflecting the true environment, with better

performance for clustered scenarios.
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